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Abstract: Several algorithms have been developed to simplify buildings based on their local structure
in past decades. However, different local structures are defined for certain purposes, and no algorithm
can appropriately simplify all buildings. We propose a combined building simplification approach
based on local structure classification and backtracking strategy. In this approach, local structures are
classified and their based operations are defined by considering the buildings’ orthogonal and nonorthogonal features. Each building is simplified to target scale with a selected local-structure-based
operation progressively scale-by-scale. Rules are built to support the selection of local-structure-based
operations with a binary decision tree, and a backtracking strategy is used when an invalid operation
is applied. When the building is too small or the evaluation shows that it cannot be simplified based
on local structures, template matching or enlargement algorithms are applied to simplify the building.
A dataset (1:10k) collected from the Ordnance Survey was used for the experiment and simplified
scale of 1:25k. Results satisfied legibility constraints and the change in area, orientation and position
of simplified buildings are controlled within certain range by comparing with the results generated
based on other four simplification algorithms. Possible use of our approach for continuous scale
transformation of buildings is also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Simplification is an important operation in map generalization to decrease the complexity of geometric features after scale reduction [1,2]. As important man-made features on
topographic maps, buildings have become the subject of intense research [3]. Many building simplification algorithms have been proposed in the past several decades. Building
simplification is usually conducted on a single building, largely independent of contextual information. Furthermore, it sometimes can be conducted separately in a process of
building map generalization.
Building simplification aims to represent buildings more concisely depending on the
map scale or theme, with requirements of legibility and good representation of reality [4]. It
can be implemented by replacing original buildings with a simpler form while preserving
or even enhancing their main characteristics. For example, newly generated templates
(e.g., alphabetic shapes such as E, H, etc.) are used as simpler forms to represent simplified
buildings at smaller scale [5,6]. If a building has a small area, it can also be replaced
by a predefined symbol (e.g., a rectangle) or so-called building enlargement (BE) [7].
However, characteristics of buildings can differ across scales and regions, which may be
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inflexible to defining suitable templates for all buildings in template-based simplification
(TS) algorithms. Another commonly used idea for building simplification is to remove the
building’s unimportant details while preserving important ones step-by-step or scale-byscale. The details mainly refer to a building’s local structures and many local-structurebased simplification (LS) algorithms have been developed, such as algorithms in which
short edges, small corners, small bends, or small concaves are removed step-by-step or
scale-by-scale to achieve building simplification [8–12]. With the development of Webmapping, map services are required to support interactive zooming in and out to arbitrary
scales. New methods such as continuous generalization and on-the-fly generalization
have emerged. They can be achieved by applying generalization operations to generate
coarser level of details from a given detailed dataset, on which LS algorithms can also be
applied [13–15].
However, two main problems can arise in LS algorithms. First, different local structures are designed for certain purposes. For example, some algorithms assume buildings
are designed with orthogonal features, wherein the buildings can be simplified based on
square angles, concave structures, etc. [8–10]. However, buildings in the real world not only
have orthogonal features, but some also have non-orthogonal features [16]. Thus, it may
not be suitable for them to be simplified based on only one kind of defined local structure.
Available local structures need to defined based on building characteristic in a LS algorithm,
and the structure to be applied depends on generalization requirements and user demands.
Second, LS algorithms are designed to remove a building’s unimportant details, which
can sometimes fail to appropriately simplify all buildings in a dataset. For example, a
building may be too small to be simplified based on the local structures, and a BE algorithm
may need to be applied in this situation [7]. Thus, other simplification algorithms need
to be combined in case a building cannot be simplified based on the local structures. This
idea, which combines different algorithms to achieve the building simplification task, has
also been adopted in the Simplify Building Tool of ArcGIS. It combines rectangularization,
squaring, regular pattern processing, and elimination of short edges in irregular shapes [17].
Steiniger et al. [18] utilized machine learning to learn control rules in an agent model for
an agent with operations such as rectangularization, squaring, and scaling to achieve
building simplification. Many scholars have also proven that it is effective to achieve map
generalization combining several generalization algorithms [19–23].
Hence, we propose a progressive and combined building simplification approach
considering cartographic requirements based on local structure classification and backtracking strategy. Local structures in building simplification are classified and their based
operations are defined with consideration of each building’s characteristics. Then the
building is progressively simplified based on a selected local-structure-based operation, in
which the application of this operation is supported by defined rules based on cartographic
requirements. When a satisfactory result is not obtained with the selected local structure
operation, a backtracking strategy is used. If the evaluation of the building shows that it
cannot be simplified based on local structures, a TS algorithm is performed. If the building
is too small to be simplified, a BE algorithm is applied.
2. Related Works
2.1. Building Simplification Constraints
Maps at a target scale need to meet the generalization requirements derived from map
specifications or user demands. These requirements can be defined as constraints, and
many constraints have been developed for different purposes. Two main kinds of constraint
can be summarized for building simplification: legibility and preservation (Figure 1) [4].
Legibility constraints ensure that the map is readable for human observers, while preservation constraints ensure a suitable representation of reality from the source map.
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Figure 1. Constraints for building simplification.

Legibility constraints
Minimum size (C1): The building size needs to be large enough to be interpretable,
e.g., 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm at medium scale [24]. It can sometimes be converted to the minimum
length and width of a building’s bounding rectangle, e.g., 0.7 mm and 0.5 mm at scales
from 1:25k to 1:50k [7].
Granularity (C2): Building edges needs to be large enough to avoid visual confusion,
e.g., 0.3 mm [25].
Preservation constraints
Data correctness (C3): No data error is allowed, e.g., self-intersection [26].
Shape (C4): The building shape needs to be maintained, e.g., orthogonal features [27].
Size (C5): The building area needs to be maintained [25].
Orientation (C6): The main orientation of the building needs to be maintained [28].
Position (C7): The simplified building needs to be close to its original position [29].
Cartographic constraints in practice may have conflicting requirements and need to
be optimized [30]. Buildings will inevitably violate legibility constraints with a reduction in scale. Attempts to resolve legibility constraints are bound to violate preservation
constraints. Thus, legibility constraints must be satisfied for simplified buildings, while
preservation constraints need to be satisfied as much as possible. This means legibility
constraints have higher priority than preservation constraints. Furthermore, building data
need to be correct before and after simplification. This means data correctness also has
higher priority and must be satisfied.
2.2. Building Simplification Approaches
Spatial data can be represented as vector or raster models, and building simplification
is also performed based on these two kinds of spatial data models.
Vector-based building simplification approaches can be classified into template-based
and local-structure-based, which operate separately on the building itself or its local structures. In TS approaches, buildings are simplified by replacing them with a simpler form,
e.g., predefined templates. These approaches have two concerns: defining suitable templates and matching buildings with the right one. To define suitable templates, Rainsford
et al. [5] used alphabetic shapes such as E and H to represent rural buildings. Yan et al. [6]
generated new templates by analyzing the characteristics of the regional environment.
Wang et al. [7] used rectangles to enlarge buildings with small area. However, as the
characteristics of buildings vary across areas and scales, it can sometimes be unfeasible
to use the limited types of templates to represent all buildings. Matching buildings with
the right templates is performed mainly by matching candidates with a similar shape. For
example, Ai et al. [3] matched templates by measuring shape similarity based on Fourier
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transform, while Yan et al. [6] measured shape similarity based on turning angle. However,
the shape is just one characteristic of a building, and other characteristics may also be of
interest. Furthermore, representing buildings by limited types of simpler templates may
lead to oversimplification for some complex buildings.
In LS approaches, buildings are simplified by removing unimportant details while
preserving important ones. The details mainly refer to the buildings’ local structures. For
example, Guo [8] took the square angle as a basic unit to progressively simplify buildings,
while Chen et al. [10] filled concave structures detected based on constrained Delaunay
triangulation step-by-step. Xu et al. [26] took the four adjacent points to define the bend
structures as a basic unit and progressively removed the short edges. Sester [9] defined
offset, extrusion or intrusion, and corner as the basic units in building simplification,
then applied least-squares adjustment to obtain the simplified result. The least squares
method was also used by Bayer [31], who designed recursive approaches based on the
Douglas–Peucker algorithm. In these LS approaches, different local structures are defined
for certain purposes, which may not be suitable for simplifying varied buildings. For
example, concave structures defined by Chen et al. [10] assume buildings are designed
with orthogonal features. Hence, it may not be suitable to simplify buildings with nonorthogonal features.
In raster-based approaches, morphological strategies are mainly used. For example,
Damen et al. [32] aggregated and simplified buildings based on morphological operators
such as erosion and dilation. Meijers [33] used the same morphological operators based
on offset curves generated from a straight skeleton, in which the square angle corners
can be better preserved. Kada [34] used dilation and erosion to simplify buildings based
on cell decomposition and half-space modeling. With the development of artificial intelligence, Cheng et al. [11] presented a novel method for building simplification using a
back-propagation neural network (BPNN) model. Shen et al. [16] simplified buildings
based on super-pixel segmentation, which can be applied to buildings with orthogonal
or non-orthogonal features. However, because vector data are the focus of this paper, it
is not intuitive to use these raster-based algorithms. Some additional transformations are
necessary if we apply them to vector data.
3. Methodology
3.1. Framework
Representation (RBt i ) of building Bi at target scale (1: Mt ) is obtained by simplifying
its representation (RB0 i ) at original scale (1:M0 ) scale-by-scale with our approach: RB0 i
will violate legibility constraints (minimum size and granularity) at the next possible scale
(1:M1 ) as the scale reduces gradually. A simplification operation is triggered to obtain a new
representation (RB1 i ) based on RB0 i ; if M0 > M1 , RB1 i can be considered as a representation
of Bi from scale M0 to M1 . The simplification operation is implemented on RBj i repeatedly
until RBj+1 i at the target scale is obtained. The framework to simplify Bi to target scale is
designed as follows (Figure 2).
Step 1. Perform preprocessing to remove potential abnormal nodes of buildings before
applying any simplification operation (Section 3.2.)
Step 2. Violation detection at the next possible scale. Violations are defined based on
whether the legibility
Step 3. If RBj i violates granularity constraints at the next possible scale, perform a localstructure-based simplification (LS) algorithm (Section 3.4). This algorithm classifies
local structures and defines their based operations (Section 3.4.1). Rules considering preservation constraints supporting the application of local-structure-based
operation at the current step are provided (Section 3.4.2). A backtracking searching strategy is also provided in case an invalid local-structure-based operation is
applied. If a satisfactory result can be obtained with LS algorithm, return to Step
1; otherwise, proceed to Step 4. Whether the result is a satisfactory one is defined
based on preservation constraints (Section 3.4.3).
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Step 4. If the LS algorithm cannot obtain a satisfactory result, use a template-based simplification (TS) algorithm; then return to Step 1 (Section 3.5).
Step 5. If the minimum size constraint will be violated at the next possible scale, use a
building enlargement (BE) algorithm (Section 3.5).

Figure 2. Framework of our approach.

In all of the above steps, the simplification process is stopped while obtaining a
simplified building at target scale.
3.2. Step 1: Building Preprocessing
Preprocessing is performed before application of any simplification operation for
possible data error, e.g., abnormal nodes such as repeating nodes, collinear nodes, and
sharp nodes [8]. Suppose node set of a building polygon as AP = { p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, in
which pi 6= pn . The angle at node pm is supposed as Cm angle , denoted as the angle of edge
pm−1 pm rotates counterclockwise around node pm to edge pm pm+1 , and Cangle ∈ [0◦ , 360◦ ].
Thus, repeating nodes, collinear nodes, and sharp nodes are defined as followed.
Repeating nodes: Suppose distance between nodes pm and pn in AP as Dismn , if
Dismn < Td, then pm and pn are repeating nodes, e.g., nodes G and H in Figure 3a. Td is a
threshold and Td = 0.01mm.
Collinear nodes: Suppose angle at node pm in AP as Cm angle , if C m angle − 180◦ < δ,
then pm is a collinear node, e.g., node B in Figure 3a. δ is a threshold and δ = 5◦ .
Sharp nodes: Suppose angle at node pm in AP as Cm angle , if C m angle < δ ∨ (360 −
m
C angle ) < δ, then pm is a sharp node, e.g., node E in Figure 3a. δ is a threshold and δ = 5◦ .
Preprocessing means delete repeating, collinear, and sharp nodes in the node set
AP = { p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } progressively. For example, buildings in Figure 3b–e are obtained
by deleting collinear node B, sharp node E, collinear node D, repeating node G from the
building in Figure 3a progressively.
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Figure 3. Preprocessing for buildings. (a) 0riginal polygon; (b–e) Preprocessing for buildings to remove abnormal nodes.

3.3. Step 2: Definitions of Legibility Constraint Violations
Simplification operation is triggered for buildings violate different legibility constraints with a reduction in scale. Thus, the parameters describing legibility constraints can
be used to determine at which scale these constraints are violated.
Two kinds of legibility constraints are defined in Section 2.1: minimum size and
granularity. The minimum size constraint can be ruled by a building’s minimum area
(STa ) and sometimes can be converted into the minimum length (STL ) and width (STW )
of its bounding rectangle [7]. The granularity constraint rules the minimum length (GTL )
of building edges. Take a representation of building Bi at scale 1: Mj as Bj i , its area as
AreaBj i , the length and width of its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) as LBj i and
WBj i , and the length of its shortest edge as MLej i . The next possible scales (1: M1 j+1 to
1: M4 j+1 ) considering AreaBj i , LBj i , WBj i, , and MLej i of Bj i separately can be computed as
Equations (1)–(4):
q
M 1 j +1 =

AreaB j i /STa × 1000

(1)

M2 j+1 = LB j i /STL × 1000

(2)

M3 j+1 = WB j i /STW × 1000

(3)

M4 j+1 = MLe j i /GT L × 1000

(4)

A building needs to be simplified if a violation of any kind of legibility constraint
is detected with a reduction in scale. Thus, the next possible scale (1: Mj+1 ) is denoted

as M j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 , . The violations of legibility constraints for
a representation of building (Bji ) can be defined as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, they
can be developed into rules in an if–then form in violation
detection for buildings at the

next possible scale [35]. For example, if M j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 , , then
the building is detected as violation on STa when scale is reduced to exceed M1 j+1 .
Table 1. Definitions of legibility constraint violations.
Description
n

Constraint Violation
o

M1 j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 ,
n
o
M2 j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 ,
n
o
M3 j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 ,
n
o
M4 j+1 = min M1 j+1 , M2 j+1 , M3 j+1 , M4 j+1 ,

Minimum size (violates STa )
Minimum size (violates STL )
Minimum size (violates STW )
Granularity (violates GTL )

3.4. Step 3: Local-Structure-Based Simplification Algorithm
In our approach, buildings are simplified based on their local structures if they violate
the granularity constraint at the next possible scale. The granularity constraint rules the
minimum length of building edges. Thus, the LS algorithm aims to eliminate the shortest
edge of the building at the current step. The local structures in which the shortest edge may
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located are classified first, and their based operations to eliminate the shortest edge are
then defined (Section 3.4.1). As the shortest edge may be located in various local structures,
different local-structure-based operations can be used at the current step. A rule-driven
selection of applied local-structure-based operation is provided (Section 3.4.2). Whether the
operation can obtain a satisfactory result needs to be evaluated. A backtracking strategy is
applied in case an unsatisfactory result is obtained (Section 3.4.3).
3.4.1. Local Structure Classification and Their Based Operations
(1) Local structure classification
A building polygon can be represented by a node set as AP = { p1 , p2 , . . . , pn },
in which pi 6= pn ; or an edge set as AE = e( pi , p j ) pi , p j ∈ AP . As each node connects two edges in the building polygon, it can also be represented by a set of defined
bends denoted as a node set { pm−1 , pm , pm+1 } or an edge set {e( pm−1 , pm ), e( pm−1 , pm+1 )},
pm−1 , pm , pm+1 ∈ AP [36]. Other kinds of bends can also be defined in some complex
polygons, e.g., water area boundaries [37]. However, as buildings are man-made, their
polygonal features tend to have simple shapes and orthogonal features [26]. In our approach, we adopted the bend definition according to Fan et al. [36], which is also a basic
type of bend. The angle of a bend (Cm ) is considered as Cm angle at node pm , denoted as the
angle of edge pm−1 pm rotated counterclockwise around node pm to edge pm pm+1 . According
to bend angle, a bend can be defined as convex with C m angle ∈ [0◦ , 180◦ ] or concave with
C m angle ∈ [180◦ , 360◦ ]. An orthogonal feature in a building refers to two edges (em , en ) in
the building polygon being orthogonal, which means angle (Eangle ) of edges em and en meets
the condition Eangle − 90◦ < α, where Eangle ∈ [0◦ , 180◦ ) and α is a threshold. According
to whether an orthogonal feature is formed for two edges in a defined bend, the bend can
also be defined as orthogonal or non-orthogonal.
If orthogonal features in buildings, e.g., natural polygons such as water area boundaries, are not considered. They are usually understood as being composed of different
types of bends and simplified based on those bends [37]. Thus, buildings can be simplified
based on defined bends if orthogonal features are not considered. If orthogonal features
are considered, some LS algorithms have been proposed. For example, Sester [9] simplified
buildings based on offset, intrusion (or extrusion), and corners. Chen et al. [10] simplified
buildings based on concave parts. Xu et al. [26] took four adjacent nodes as basic units
and progressively removed the short edges. In these algorithms, the local structures are all
considered as a composition of two consecutively defined bends that may contain an orthogonal feature. For example, a concave part defined by Chen et al. [10] can be considered
as a composition of two concave orthogonal bends, while the offset defined by Sester [9]
can be considered as a composition of convex and concave orthogonal bends. Thus, if
orthogonal features in buildings are considered, local structures can be defined based on
two consecutive defined bends in which at least one orthogonal feature is contained. Thus,
in our approach local structures are defined as follows:
Bend (Type 1): Represented as a node set { pm−1 , pm , pm+1 } or an edge set {e( pm−1 , pm ),
e( pm−1 , pm+1 )}, in which pm−1 , pm , pm−1 ∈ AP, e.g., bends ABC and CDE in Figure 4b.
Concave or convex (Type 2): Consists of two bends defined as convex or concave, and
at least one is an orthogonal bend, e.g., concave KABC and convex BCDE in Figure 4c.
Offset (Type 3): Consists of two defined bends, one convex and one concave, and at
least one is an orthogonal bend, e.g., offsets AKJI and CDEF in Figure 4d.
Corner (Type 4): Consists of two defined non-orthogonal bends, represented as an
edge set {em−1 , em , em+1 }, in which em−1 and em+1 form an orthogonal feature, e.g., corner
FGHI in Figure 4e.
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Figure 4. Local structure classifications and their basic operations (denoted by the dashed lines). (a)
Building polygon; (b) bends; (c) concave and convex bends; (d) offsets; (e) corner.

(2) Local-structure-based operations to eliminate the shortest edge
Operations differ for the shortest edge may locate in different defined local structures.
Given the shortest edge e( pi , p j ) in a local structure (S), operations to eliminate it based on
the type of S are defined as follows:
Operation 1: If S is Type 1, which means e( pi , p j ) is in a bend, denoted as node set
{ pm−1 , pm , pm+1 }. The operation to eliminate e( pi , p j ) is to connect nodes pm−1 and pm+1 .
For example, as shown in Figure 4b, to eliminate the shortest edge AB in bend ABC, the
operation is to connect nodes A and C.
Operation 2: If S is Type 2, which means e( pi , p j ) is in a concave or convex bend
and is denoted as node set SP = { p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }. The operation to eliminate e( pi , p j ) is
to fill the concave or convex. Draw a line parallel to edge e( p2 , p3 ) from node p1 to edge
e( p3 , p4 ). If an intersected node pm is obtained, the node set of the processed S is represented
as SP = { p1 , pm, p4 }; otherwise, draw a line parallel to edge e( p2 , p3 ) from node p4 to
edge e( p1 , p2 ) to obtain an intersected node (pn ), then the node set of the processed S is
represented as SP = { p4 , pn , p1 }. For example, as shown in Figure 4c, to eliminate the
shortest edge DE in the defined concave BCDE, the operation is to draw a line parallel to
edge CD from node E and intersect edge BC as a node E0 , and the node set of the processed
S is represented as SP = { B, E0 , E}.
Operation 3: If the local structure (S) is Type 3, which means e( pi , p j ) is in an offset, denoted as node set SP = { p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 } with two bends B1 = { p1 , p2 , p3 } and
B2 = { p2 , p3 , p4 }. The operation to eliminate e( pi , p j ) is to fill the orthogonal part of
the offset. If B1 is an orthogonal bend, then draw a line parallel to edge e( p2 , p3 ) from
node p4 to intersect extending edge e( p1 , p2 ) as node pm , and the node set of the processed
local structure (S) is represented as SP = { p4 , pm , p1 }. Otherwise, if B2 is an orthogonal
bend, then draw a line parallel to edge e( p2 , p3 ) from node p1 to intersect extending edge
e( p3 , p4 ) as node pn , and the node set of the processed local structure (S) is represented
as SP = { p1 , pn , p4 }. B1 and B2 may both be orthogonal bends, and two operations are
available based on the above definitions. In this case, the concave orthogonal bend is filled.
For example, as shown in Figure 4d, supposing the shortest edge in the defined offset
DEFG is edge FG, the operation is to draw a line parallel to edge EF from node D and
intersect extending edge FG as node F 0 , and the node set of the processed local structure (S)
is represented as SP = { D, F 0 , G }.
Operation 4: If S is Type 4, which means e( pi , p j ) is in a corner, denoted as node
set SP = { p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }. The operation to eliminate e( pi , p j ) is to fill the corner. Extend
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e( p1 , p2 ) and e( p3 , p4 ) to get an intersected node pm , and the node set of the processed S
is represented as SP = { p1 , pm , p4 }. For example, as shown in Figure 4e, to eliminate the
shortest edge IJ in the defined corner HIJK, the operation is to extend edges KJ and HI, then
intersect as a node J 0 , and the node set of the processed S is represented as SP = {K, J 0 , H }.
3.4.2. Selection of Applied Local-Structure-Based Operation
To eliminate the shortest edge e( pi , p j ) at the current step, available operations can
be obtained based on local structures in which it is located, denoted as Q = {q1 , . . . , qn },
where qn represents an operation that can eliminate e( pi , p j ). Applying a different qn in
Q can generate different results. The best operation to apply can be selected based on
evaluating the results after applying each qn in Q.
(1) Data structure for each local-structure-based operation
The application of operation qn in Q will lead to different results, specifically changes
in the characteristics of a building, e.g., damage to orthogonal features, or changes in the
area or the main orientation. These changes can be recorded as the properties of each
operation qn in Q. For example, in Figure 5a, two operations, denoted as (1) and (2), are
applied to eliminate the shortest edge, CD. Applying Operation (1) will lead to a selfintersection in the simplified building, while applying Operation (2) will not. Similarly,
in Figure 5b, two operations are applied to eliminate the shortest edge, BC. Applying
Operation (1) will damage an orthogonal feature, while applying Operation 2 will not.
Furthermore, a new simplified building can be obtained after applying any operation. The
simplified building may have a different area, main orientation, and position compared to
the previous one. For example, two operations are applied to eliminate the shortest edge,
BC, in Figure 5c. Applying Operation (1) will lead to an increase in area, while applying
Operation (2) will lead to a decrease in area.

Figure 5. Changes in building characteristics after applying local-structure-based operation: (a) generate self-intersection; (b) damage orthogonal features. (a–c) Operations may lead to changes in area,
main orientation, and position of a building.

Changes in the characteristics of buildings after applying local-structure-based operation qn can be recorded as a data structure, as shown in Table 2.
(2) Selection of local-structure-based operation based on binary decision tree
The result obtained after applying a local-structure-based operation to eliminate the
shortest edge can be evaluated according to cartographic constraints. Because the operation
is triggered for legibility constraint violations, the preservation constraints are the main
concern of our evaluation. Data correctness is a constraint that must be fulfilled. If the
applying operation qn in Q leads to self-intersection of the simplified building, i.e., property
IsInt of qn is true, then qn needs to be deleted from Q. Thus, the constraints of concern are
preservation of shape, size, main orientation, and position. The best local-structure-based
operation is selected according to the evaluation.
The constraints may conflict with each other, and two parameters for constraints can be
defined when evaluating simplified results: importance and priority (Steiniger et al., 2010).
Our approach adopts constraint priority. It rules which constraint should be considered
first and can be represented as a binary decision tree, Figure 6 [38]. In this tree, each node
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represents a kind of constraint, and the logical expression that expresses the constraint is
defined in the node. For example, given two operations q1 and q2 , the logical expression
that expresses the shape preservation constraint can be defined as q1 .SDame = q2 .SDame?
If true for the expression, the two operations both satisfy or violate the shape preservation
constraint; if not, the operation with false SDame is considered the better one. The depth of
the node represents the priority of its corresponding constraint, and greater depth means
lower priority. The priority of preservation constraints is optional parameters that can be set
by users in our approach. Default priorities are also set in our approach. For the building
in our approach, the shape-preserving constraint (maintaining orthogonal features) has
higher priority. Further, the area-preserving constraint is considered next, then the main
orientation. The position constraint is the last to be considered.
Table 2. Data structure to record changes in building characteristics after applying qn .
Field

Type

Description

ID
SType
IsInt
SDame

Int
Int
Bool
Bool

AreaC

Double

OriC

Double

PosC

Double

Unique building identification code.
Denotes type of local structure: 1 = bend, 2 = convex or concave, 3 = offset, 4 = corner.
Denotes whether self-intersection is generated after applying qn : true or false.
Denotes whether orthogonal features are damaged after applying qn : true or false.
Denotes area change rate by comparing to original after applying qn , as
AreaC = | AreaA − AreaS|/AreaA, in which AreaA is the area of original one, AreaS is
the area of the obtained building after applying qn .
Denotes
main
orientation change compared to original after applying qn , as

|OriO − OriS| (|OriO − OriS| ≤ 90)
OriC =
, in which OriC is the MBR
180 − |Ori − OriS| (|OriO − OriS| > 90)
orientation of the original one, OriS is the MBR orientation of the obtained building
after applying qn .
Denotes displaced distance by comparing to original after applying qn .

Figure 6. Local-structure-based operation selection process along binary decision tree.

The selection process along the binary decision tree can be implemented with defined
priorities and their logical expressions (Figure 6).
3.4.3. Evaluation and Backtracking Strategy
Whether the simplified building is a reasonable result after applying the selected
local-structure-based operation needs to be evaluated [39]. If an unsatisfactory result is
obtained, a backtracking strategy is applied to obtain another possible satisfactory result.
(1) Evaluation
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Although building characteristics are inevitably changed after simplification, these
changes need to be limited to a certain range [8]. Thus, an evaluation is performed to
determine whether changes in the area, main orientation, position, and shape with regard
to the corresponding preservation constraints exceed thresholds. Suppose a selected
operation qn with properties AreaC, OriC and PosC (defined in Table 2) is applied. The rules
for evaluation are defined as follows.
Rule 1: If AreaC > Ta , then the result obtained by applying qn is evaluated as unsatisfactory.
Rule 2: If OriC > To , then the result obtained by applying qn is evaluated as unsatisfactory.
Rule 3: If PosC > Tp , then the result obtained by applying qn is evaluated as unsatisfactory.
Rule 4: If the building obtained by applying the selected operation pn has fewer than four
nodes, then it is evaluated as unsatisfactory.
Ta , To , Tp in above rules are thresholds and can be set according to the constraints
illustrated in Section 2.1. For example, the position preservation constraint rules that the
simplified building needs to be close to its original position, and the distance needs to be
limited, e.g., 0.5 mm [29]. Furthermore, Tp can be set as Tp = 0.5mm. Thus, the result
obtained by applying qn violates any above rules, it is evaluated as an unsatisfactory one;
otherwise, it is a satisfactory one.
(2) Backtracking strategy
Problem definition: Given a building Bi , the
of Bi with
n obtained representations
o

previous simplification operations are RBS =

operations for RBj i in RBS are denoted as Qj =

n

RB1 i , RB2 i , . . . , RBk−1 i , and available
o
q1 j , . . . , qn j . Once RBk i obtained from

RBk-1 i based on operation qm k-1 selected in available operation set Qk-1 is evaluated as an
unsatisfactory result, the backtracking strategy is used as follows: First, return to Qk-1 to
select another qm k-1 . Second, if all available operations in Qk-1 are evaluated as unable to
obtain a satisfactory result, return to Qk-2 to select another operation, and so on.
However, increased backtracking depth may increase the possibility of making poor
choices of operations to obtain satisfactory results, which may also lead to a huge searching
space. Thus, a maximum searching step (MaxS) is set. Furthermore, the backtracking
search needs to terminate when all available choices have been chosen. The backtracking
strategy is performed as shown below.
Backtracking strategy.
n
o
Input: Obtained representations of Bi as RBS = RB1 i , RB2 i , . . . , RBk−1 i , k ≥ 1, available
n
o
operations for RBj i in RBS as Qj = q1 j , . . . , qn j ; maximum searching step as MaxS
Output: RBk
Set searching step as p, and p =0
Get Qj : Obtain available operation set Qj based on RBj i and start with j = k − 1
When Qj 6= null AND p < MaxS AND j ≥ 2, Then
Selection: Select an operation qm j in Qj based on the binary decision tree defined in Section 3.4.2
to obtain RBk i , and whetherRBk i ∈ RBS needs to be determined.
If RBk i ∈ RBS, remove qm j in Qj , Continue
Else if RBk i ∈
/ RBS, Then
p = p +1
Evaluation: Determine whether RBk i satisfies rules defined for simplified building:
If evaluation accepted, Then return to RBk i , End.
Else if evaluation denied, remove qm j in Qj .
When Qj =null AND p < MaxS AND j ≥ 2, Then
j = j−1, return to Get Qj
Else Return null, End.

3.5. Steps 4 and 5: Template-Based and Building Enlargement Simplification
Applying an LS algorithm may fail to yield a satisfactory result, which means that
even if a backtracking strategy is applied, a satisfactory result will still not be obtained. A
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TS algorithm is then applied. And if a building violates the minimum size constraint, a BE
algorithm is applied.
(1) Step 4: template-based simplification
A TS algorithm according to Yan et al. [6] is adopted in our approach. However,
templates in his approach are formulated by analyzing the typical characteristics of the
regional environment, which may be inflexible when defining suitable templates for all
buildings. We modified that template definition for our approach.
Buildings are man-made features created according to a certain environment, and
nearby buildings tend to have a similar shape [25]. Thus, other simplified buildings at
target scale in the same region can also be used as available templates, which are defined
as follows: the building to be simplified is denoted as BS = { B1, . . . , Bm}, in which
buildings have successfully been simplified, and their representation at target scale is
denoted as BS0 = { Bn, . . . , Bn+ p}, then the buildings in BS0 are all considered as available
templates. Shape similarity measurement based on turning function is adopted to select
the best template [6]. The selected template needs to be scaled up for the area preservation
constraint. If the scaled building violates legibility constraints at target scale, another
template is selected on this occasion.
(2) Step 5: building enlargement simplification
A BE algorithm referring to Wang et al. [7] is adopted in our approach. The minimum
size is ruled by the building area (STa ) and sometimes can be converted into the minimum
length (STL ) and width (STW ) of the building’s bounding rectangle. Violations of the
minimum size constraint for buildings at the next possible scale are defined in Section 3.3.
Given a building Bi , the length and width of its bounding rectangle are denoted as LBi and
WBi . It can be enlarged based on the type of violation according to Wang et al. [7].
Rule 1: If Bi violates STa at the next possible scale, it is enlarged by replacing it with a
rectangle as STL × STW .
Rule 2: If Bi violates STW at the next possible scale, it is enlarged by replacing it with a
rectangle as LBi × STW .
Rule 3: If Bi violates STL at the next possible scale, it is enlarged by replacing it with a
rectangle as WBi × STL .
Rule 4: If no violation of minimum size constraint is found at the next possible scale, no
building enlargement will be performed.
For example, the parameters for building enlargement at 1:25k can be set as STa = 0.35 mm2 ,
STL = 0.7 mm and STW = 0.5 mm according to the Chinese National Administration of
Surveying [40]. Buildings are enlarged based on defined rules (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Building enlargement.

4. Experiment
Topographic building data with 122 buildings in different shapes collected from an
open data product named OS Open Map Local and provided by the Ordnance Survey were
used for our experiments (Figure 8). These are “street-level” map data with a nominal
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viewing scale of 1:10k [41]. Some basic geographic features, such as roads and vegetation,
are also included in this study area. As we aim to simplify the buildings, and they are not
shown in the figure, our approach was implemented on ArcEngine 10.2 (ESRI, USA) using
C#. Data and code in our experiments are all available at: https://data.mendeley.com/
datasets/tgngv7dkgn/3 (accessed on 21 October 2020).

Figure 8. Simplified buildings at scale 1:25k: (a) original dataset; (b) simplified result; (c) comparison between the two.
Result is scaled up for a clear view.

Parameters for legibility constraints based on Section 2.1 and defined in Section 3.3
were set as follows: STa = 0.35 mm2 , STL = 0.7 mm, STW = 0.5 mm, GTL = 0.3 mm .
◦
Parameters for evaluation in the LS algorithm were set as follows: AreaC ≤ 0.3, OriC ≤ 30 ,
PosC ≤ 0.5 mm. Buildings in the dataset were simplified into scale of 1:25k (Figure 8).
There is no selection, aggregation or typification in the experiments. The number of
buildings simplified based on different algorithms, as shown in Table 3. The data quality
of simplified buildings at the target scales was evaluated according to the generalization
constraints described in Section 2.1. All buildings at the target scales satisfied the set
control parameters of legibility constraints. The preservation constraints were evaluated
by comparing the changes in the area (AreaC), main orientation (OriC), and position (PosC)
of the buildings between original and target scales, which are defined in Table 2 (Figure 9).
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Further, the change in shape is also evaluated by surface distance (sDis) according to Yan
et al. [6] as in Equation (5) (Figure 9).
sDis = Area( Bo ∩ Bs)/Area( Bo ∪ Bs)

(5)

where Area( Bo ∩ Bs) is the area of intersection of buildings Bo and Bs, and Area( Bo ∪ Bs)
is the area of union of buildings Bo and Bs. As buildings that violate the minimum size
constraint are enlarged in our approach, this may lead to a large change in area and shape.
Thus, changes in area and shape were not compared for buildings enlarged at the target
scale. As shown in Figure 9, AreaC is almost controlled within 0.10, OriC within 5◦ , PosC
within 0.2 mm, and sDis within 0.8. The largest AreaC is 0.295, the largest OriC is 24.2◦ ,
and the largest PosC is 0.340 mm. All of these changes are controlled within set parameters
◦
(AreaC ≤ 0.3, OriC ≤ 30 , PosC ≤ 0.5 mm) for the LS algorithm. Further, sDis for several
buildings after simplification is less than 0.6 in Figure 9 because they are simplified by TS
algorithm in our approach.
Table 3. Number of buildings simplified based on different algorithms.
Number of Simplified Buildings
Scale

LS without
Backtracking

LS without
Backtracking

TS

BE

1: 25k

78

7

4

33

Figure 9. Comparison of changes in area (a), shape (b), main orientation (c) and position (d), shape between buildings at
target and original scales.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparisons
To validate the feasibility and adaptability of our approach, we compared simplified buildings obtained at 1:25k with our approach to the adjacent four-points (AF) algorithm [26], recursive regression (RR) algorithm [31], building enlargement (BE) algo-
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rithm [7] and the Simplify Building (SB) Tool in ArcGIS [17]. The same parameters were
set as in our approach (if the algorithm requires specific parameters). The results were
compared according to the generalization constraints described in Section 2.1, measured
as follows: number of buildings violating minimum size (BNS) or granularity (BNG) constraint, and average changes in area (aAreaC), main orientation (aOriC), position (aPosC)
and shape (asDis) between buildings at original and target scales, defined in Table 2 and
Equation (5). Compared results are shown as Table 4.
Table 4. Comparison of results obtained based on our approach and other simplification algorithms.
Scale

Measures

Our Approach

AF

RR

BE

SB

1:25k

BNS
BNG
aAreaC
aOriC/◦
aPosC/mm
asDis

0
0
0.809
0.627
0.040
0.819

36
1
0.009
1.000
0.020
0.926

42
7
0.091
0.742
0.042
0.855

0
65
0.775
0.002
0.000
0.893

33
47
0.013
1.189
0.012
0.972

As for the legibility constraints, Table 4 shows that all buildings obtained with our
approach at 1:25k satisfied the legibility constraint, while 36 buildings obtained with AF,
42 buildings obtained with RR, and 33 buildings obtained with SB at 1:25k violated the
minimum size constraint. In addition, one building obtained with AF, seven buildings
obtained with RR, 65 buildings obtained with BE, and 47 buildings obtained with SB at 1:25k
violated the granularity constraint. As for the preservation constraint, buildings obtained
with our approach had a smaller aOriC compared to AF, RR, and SB. Buildings obtained
with the listed simplification algorithms all had a small aPosC and aPosC < 0.042 mm. As
for area and shape preservation constraints, buildings in our approach may be enlarged for
they are too small, which may lead to a large change in area and shape. While buildings
with small1 area are not simplified in AF, RR and BE algorithms, and these buildings will
violate legibility constraints. With considering enlarged buildings: aAreaC was 0.809 and
asDis was 0.819 with our approach; and the same for buildings obtained with BE and
aAreaC was 0.775. Without considering enlarged buildings in our approach, aAreaC was
0.046, which means the change in area is also controlled at a low level with our approach;
And asDis was 0.899 and similar to the asDis obtained by AF and SB, which means shapes
can also be preserved in simplified buildings by our approach as other approaches do.
Six buildings simplified by different simplification algorithms are listed in Figure 10
for detailed comparison. First, local structures are classified by considering orthogonal and
non-orthogonal features of buildings in our approach, thus the approach can maintain the
orthogonal and non-orthogonal features of simplified buildings. As shown in Figure 10,
when Buildings A and F are simplified using our approach, their orthogonal features are
maintained; and when Building E is simplified, its non-orthogonal features are maintained.
However, using AF to simplify Buildings A and F may destroy their orthogonal features;
and using RR is more likely to square the corners, which may lose non-orthogonal features,
such as with Building E.
Second, a backtracking strategy is applied in case an unsatisfactory result is obtained
when applying local-structure-based operation. This means it is more likely to obtain
a satisfactory result with the backtracking strategy in our approach. For example, localstructure-based operations are triggered for the parts framed by a red rectangle in Buildings
A and D, and the operations with higher priority will lead to a large decrease in area for
Building A, a self-intersection, or a large increase in area for Building D. Thus, the suitable
operations are selected with our backtracking strategy to obtain a satisfactory result, as
shown in Figure 10. However, obtaining Building A with AF still violates the granularity
constraint, and obtaining Building D with AF may lead a large change in area and position.
Simplifying Building D with RR seems to result in oversimplification, and the same for
Building E.
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Figure 10. Comparison of typical buildings simplified using different simplification algorithms.

Third, we combine the BE and TS algorithms, as the LS algorithm is sometimes not
applicable to simplify buildings. For example, Building B is too small to be simplified
based on its local structures, and our approach applies the BE algorithm; and Building C is
evaluated as unable to be simplified by the LS algorithm, and our approach applies the TS
algorithm. However, BE is applied when the building violates the minimum size constraint,
Buildings A, C, D, E, and F are not simplified with this algorithm. Further, when using
ArcGIS, buildings with small area, such as Buildings A, B, and C, will not be simplified.
Thus, a combination of the BE and TS algorithms may help produce a more reasonable
simplified result.
5.2. Possible Use for Continuous Scale Transformation of Buildings
As buildings are simplified scale-by-scale in our approach, it can be useful to build
a continuous data structure for buildings in future applications. For a given building
(Bi ) that is simplified to a target scale progressively scale-by-scale, we can record each
representation of Bi obtained
after simplification
with the
n
o
n corresponding scales in otwo

matched rows as BR = BR1 i , BR2 i , . . . , BRn i and SS = Scale1 i , Scale2 i , . . . , Scalen i . If
Scalem i in SS is recorded in ascending order and each Scalem i in SS meets the condition
Scalem i < Scalem+1 i , Scalem i ∈ SS, then BRm+1 i can be considered to be obtained based on
BRm i from Scalem i to Scalem+1 i . Thus, the representation of Bi can be obtained by searching
along SS with any given target scale. The condition Scalem i < Scalem+1 i , Scalem i ∈ SS can
be met by deleting Scalem i in SS, which may not meet the condition, and its corresponding
representation BRm-1 i also needs to be deleted in BR. Then matched rows (BR and SS)
after deletion are considered as the data structure of Bi to achieve its continuous scale
representation.
For a given building (Bi ) at 1:10k scale in Figure 11 as an example, its first representation
is denoted as BR1 i . A new representation (Bm+1 i ) of Bi can be obtained by simplifying BRm i
for violating the legibility constraint. The parameters describing the legibility constraint are
recorded in Table 5. The relations between Bm+1 i and its corresponding scales are defined
in Section 3.3. Thus, every representation and their corresponding scales are obtained and
recorded with two matched rows, as shown in Figure 11. Intermediate scales that don’t meet
the condition Scalem i < Scalem+1 i , Scalem i ∈ SS (scalesnmarked in red in Figure 11) are deleted.
o
Thus, two matched rows after the deletion, BR =

BR1 i , BR2 i , BR3 i , BR5 i , BR7 i , BR8 i

and SS = {10, 000, 11, 000, 15, 333, 19, 000, 42, 000, 56, 400} can be considered as the data
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structure to support the continuous scale transformation of Bi . Given a target scale of 1:25k, the
target representation can be obtained as BR5 i for 25, 000 ∈ [19, 000, 42, 000], and given a target
scale of 1:50k, the target representafion can be obtained as BR7 i for 50, 000 ∈ [42, 000, 56, 400].
If a given target scale is smaller than 1:56,400, the target representation can be obtained by
scaling BR7 according to the given scale.

Figuren11. Construction of data
representation of Bi and its corresponding scales:
o structure:n two matched rows recording
o
BR = BR1 i , BR2 i , . . . , BRn i and SS = Scale1 i < Scale2 i , Scalen i . Representation of Bi at target scale can be obtained
by searching along with SS and BR.
Table 5. Parameters describing legibility constraint for representations of Bi in Figure 11, which can help obtain corresponding scale of each representation. Invalid scales are highlighted in the table.
Representation

BR1 i

BR2 i

BR3 i

BR4 i

BR5 i

BR6 i

BR7 i

BR8 i

AreaB (m2 )
LB (m)
WB (m)
MLe (m)
Violation
Start scale
(1:M)
Validation

1370
56.8
35.3
3.3
GTL

1357
56.8
35.3
4.6
GTL

1386
56.8
35.3
5.7
GTL

1421
56.8
35.3
4.4
GTL

1390
56.8
31.0
12.6
GTL

1626
56.8
3.3
3.3
GTL

1601
56.8
28.2
28.2
GTL

2300
56.8
40.5
40.5
STW

10,000

11,000

15,333

19,000

14,666

42,000

11,000

56,400

Valid

Valid

Valid

Valid

Invalid

Valid

Invalid

Valid

5.3. Limitations
Though our approach has been shown to be effective at simplifying buildings in a
dataset, some limitations also need to be discussed.
First, generalization requirements may differ across scales, regions, and even user
demands. Although requirements can be controlled by parameters defined in our approach
or set by users, our approach still has some difficulty in automatically assigning suitable
operations for buildings with different generalization requirements. For example, minimum size constraints may differ across scales. For example, according to the Chinese
National Administration of Surveying [39], the minimum length and width of a building’s
minimum bounding rectangle at 1:5k and 1:10k scale are denoted as 1.0 and 0.7 mm, and
those at 1:25k and 1:50k are denoted as 0.7 and 0.5 mm. In our approach, however, once
the minimum length and width of the buildings’ minimum bounding rectangle are set by
the user, they will not change across scales.
As another example, the characteristics of buildings may differ across regions, e.g.,
orthogonal Building A and non-orthogonal Building B shown in Figure 12a. In simplification, orthogonal features may be the first to be maintained in orthogonal buildings,
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and area may be the first to be maintained in non-orthogonal buildings [16]. Figure 12a
shows that orthogonal Building A may have a more reasonable result with higher priority
in the shape-preservation constraint, while non-orthogonal Building B may have a more
reasonable result with higher priority in the area-preservation constraint. Though different
requirements for orthogonal and non-orthogonal buildings can be controlled by setting the
priority of the preservation constraints in our LS algorithm, a mechanism to set different
priorities in the preservation constraints for buildings with different characteristics is still
required (described in Section 3.4). Many tools and standards have been introduced for
expression and reasoning of knowledge or rules with the development of the knowledge
graph. If different generalization requirements in building simplification are modeled as
knowledge or rules with an effective knowledge representation model, it may be possible
to apply our approach to buildings with different generalization requirements across scales,
regions, and even user demands.

Figure 12. Limitations. (a) Buildings A and B are simplified with higher priority separately in shape-preservation and
area-preservation constraints; (b) Buildings C, D, E or buildings F, G may become too close to be distinguished after
simplification with a large reduction in scale.

Second, simplification is just one kind of generalization operation. It is sometimes
not suitable to only use simplification in building generalization. For example, as shown
in Figure 12b, original adjacent buildings after simplification may become too close to
be distinguished by users; here, Buildings C, D, and E or Buildings F and G. Thus, some
other generalization operations, such as selection, aggregation and typification may also be
needed to achieve a reasonable result. Hence, to improve our proposed approach in the
future, other generalization operations can be combined by applying them before or after
the simplification of buildings.
6. Conclusions
We propose a progressive and combined building simplification approach that considers cartographic requirements based on local structure classification and backtracking
strategy. In our approach, different simplification operations are triggered for buildings
that violate minimum size or granularity constraints to generate the next scale representation of simplified buildings. The relations are computed between scales and parameters
that describe minimum size or granularity, and simplified buildings at the target scale
are then obtained. Rules supporting their application are built based on preservation
constraints of buildings while applying specific simplification operations. Experiments
show that simplified buildings obtained with our approach satisfy legibility constraints and
the change in area, orientation and position of simplified buildings are controlled within
certain range by comparing with the results generated based on other four simplification
algorithms. Our results also show the possible use of our approach in continuous scale
representation of buildings.
Future works will focus on the following: (1) a knowledge model to express cartographic knowledge or rules for building simplification across scales and regions, which
can support our approach becoming suitable for various generalization requirements or
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user demands, and (2) approaches that combine semantic generalization operations, such
as selection and aggregation, to achieve continuous transformation of building groups, not
just single buildings.
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